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FULL MOON in PISCES 
 
Musings for PISCES 
Throughout the year, I endeavour to connect with the energies of each of the astrological signs and 

from this develop a practice to aid me to become more loving and useful. Developing a spiritual life 

and way of being requires much practice and perseverance and a lot of SELF-LOVE. However every 

little effort makes a change and it’s important to know this even if we can’t sense it. 

In the sign of Pisces, we enter the 12th house of the astrological wheel, which has deep connections 

to the collective unconscious. This watery realm contains riches and treasures as well as dangers for 

it holds all the collective thoughts, doubts, fears, shadows, knowledge and experiences of humanity. 

Anyone who has travelled in this realm will tell you of the challenges that lie there in those waters. 

However the treasures that can be uncovered there are also amazing. In this unconscious realm we 

swim like the fish on the left (as shown in the graphic above) down into these waters. In this place, the 

sun is diffuse and the images often distorted and our imaginative Piscean senses can be amazingly 

accurate or may be bent and twisted like light refracting in the water. The person with Pisces 

emphasized in their chart or all of us when we are passing through this sign, will feel this sensitivity, 

however we may also feel lost and diffuse and confused by images and feelings. This watery realm, 

ruled by Neptune can lead to over psychic sensitivity and unboundedness and sometimes to the 

misuse of the “waters” of drugs and alcohol. The waters of the unconscious can lure us like the sirens 

of old into phantoms and illusions. 

 The fish on the right of the Pisces graphic ...(again see above) is flying up to the celestial sphere... it 

aims to fly free from the unconscious oceans into the higher conscious waters of Space. Here we are 

free to swim in the cosmic ocean of space amongst the stars but we see and experience much more 

clearly, for this fish is responding to the higher magnets of the sun, the soul and the Spirit of Life. 

These celestial waters are sensitive and have the clarity and power to enable us to develop and 

experience the higher psychic abilities.  

In the highest aspect of Pisces we become like a world saviour. Instead of travelling on in these 

celestial waters for our own individuated self, we, like the Bodhisattvas turn back towards the Earth 

and bring the treasures of the heavens to this earthly realm. We become a world saviour like the 

Christ, the Buddha, Mohammed and others who have the capacity to feel, to empathise AND TO 

LOVE saves and lifts life from the fears and illusions of the lower worlds. True love brings true deep 

empathy and kind heartedness to all Life. 

We enter the sign of Pisces on Tuesday the 19th February, early in the same day as the FM 

celebration. Throughout this sign we can develop our own practice of being Bodhisattvas. When we 

feel the lure of the lower waters, we can allow the magnet of the higher waters to pull us up. As we 

experience the light of the sun, we will become radiant and we can then send this radiance to the 

smog around the earth. As the smog is penetrated it begins to diminish and our smaller self begins 

gets support of the Light to grow as does all of humanity and life on this planet. 

We will talk and experience more at the full moon gathering.   
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